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REGALEAD’S OPEN DAY

AND THE LAUNCH OF THE UK
MANUFACTURING OF THE ALUMINIUM
GLAZING CASSETTE, URBAN

The new Urban aluminium cassette displayed on DOORCO’s Links composite door

Paul Edwards gives a tour of the new kit for Urban – this the new saw

Attending RegaLead’s Open
Day and Christmas Party, Glass
News’ Editor, Chris Champion,
finds out about the company’s
continual expansion and what’s
new for 2018.

of products and services they provide and
allowed suppliers and customers to exhibit
the wares in a mini-exhibition. To enter a
tented bar area and move into the ‘exhibition
hall’, with the wafting smell of a hog roast
tempting the taste buds, was welcoming and
fun, and the whole day was informative and
really well organised.

It’s never just an Open Day with RegaLead:
there’s always something a bit different

RegaLead lead the way in colour
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whether it’s the food, a game to play or yet
another offering to the market. In the case of
this year’s Open Day and Christmas party it
was a bit of all three.
Having purchased the small industrial
estate where they had warehousing and
training facilities, RegaLead keep taking
over additional units such that I think there’s
only one tenant left, in other words they now
dominate the site of 3,000 sq ft units and have
just moved into the latest double unit. This
was the venue for what was a demonstration

As ever with these functions, and especially
when you have something new that you
really want to demonstrate, there is always
an element of ‘just in time’! In this case,

Regalead’s new Urban cassette was the
star of the show and although the glazing
cassette is in use in the UK with RegaLead
importing it from their partners in Canada,
they have taken the bull by the horns and,
to ensure good stock and supply without the
intervening Atlantic Ocean taking up delivery
time, RegaLead has set up manufacturing in
this new double industrial unit in Manchester.
The Urban Glazing Cassette is a beautiful
and contemporary aluminium unit that looks
especially good on the new smooth finish

Part of the training centre
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In the meantime, RegaLead are now
manufacturing the Urban here in the UK and
that’s where the ‘just in time’ comes in. On the
morning of the Open Day Promac had just
fitted the new crimper and so, with the welder
for the PVC unit and the saw for cutting
to size and the mitres for the aluminium
section, demonstrations of manufacturing
the Urban was underway with freshly made
glazing cassettes fitted to DOORCO’s Links
aluminium-look contemporary door.

Games to play. Dan Sullivan’s first ball was good....

but this one hit the bullseye!

and Urban complements them perfectly. The
Urban has an aluminium front face and PVC
holster for the IGU with a clip-on aluminium
rear face. It is screwed together for easy
fixing and, importantly, removal if necessary.
Rumour has it that a second generation fully
clip together Urban may well be introduced
next year.

Colour is still high on the menu of offerings
from RegaLead with their own paint line and
also offering paint systems for fabricators who
want to go into painting of profile themselves.
For around £35K, depending on the size, a
fabricator can be set up with a complete paint
and drying system with the benefit of paints
available off the shelf from RegaLead, and a
complete training programme.
Training is another beneficiary of RegaLead’s
move into the new double unit having the
space for its own mini paint spray set up as

Visitors enjoying the hospitality and the displays

GRP composite doors that are set to dominate
the contemporary designs offered by the
composite door manufacturers. These new
doors look so much like an aluminium door
but have all the benefits of the composite in
the way of thermal values and trimability,

The new crimper for the Urban cassette in action

The hog roast was popular.....
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A sandblasted history of RegaLead

well as sandblasting equipment and, indeed,
everything required for the training in
painting, leading, stained glass art film and
bevel bonding. Training is an important part
of the company’s offering to the trade and can
be done at a customer’s own premises or at
the Training Centre in Manchester.
RegaLead has customers all over the world
and the company is constantly evolving,
having the knack of introducing new products
and services as the market develops. From
originally being a lead supplier it has come
a long way, especially with their expertise
in paint and paint processes aligning them
with a market where colour has become a
must have for customers and therefore for
fabricators, too. They are spreading their
wings too having opened a Canadian office
and product is now being exported at the rate
of a container per month – but more about
Canada in February’s edition of Glass News!

Guy Hubble shows a cutaway miniature paint gun - part of the training kit for paint spaying
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as you can see!
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